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senses of style into everyday ensembles
Principal Wendy Stratton

For some people, getting dressed everyday is solely about fashion. For history and
economics teacher Jeff Patrick, however, it’s about changing into a teaching mindset
before going to work.
Patrick is known for his classic combination of colored shirts and ties, which are
central to setting his professional attitude for the day. “Part of changing into a shirt
and tie is changing my mindset and getting ready to teach,” he said. “Even on the days I
bike to school, I bring a change of clothes with me. It’s not a requirement—I could teach
in my biking gear if I wanted, but it is more for my benefit of getting into that mental
mindset and being ready.”
Some of Patrick’s ties also hold sentimental value to him, especially if they were gifts
from students. “I still have the tie gifted from the class that I did my student teaching
for,” he said. “It is around 20 years old at this point.”
Depending on the weather outside, Patrick may also change up the style of his outfits.
“It kind of goes by season in the beginning of the school year,” he said. “In August and
September, I’m usually wearing shirts and ties, and in the winter, I’ll often transition
to sweaters.”

Pantsuits, boots and—on special occasions—dresses are Principal Wendy Stratton’s
staples. Starting with a blazer, Stratton aims to strike a balance between professional
and casual in each outfit she builds, embellishing with a few versatile, minimalist
accessories—often gold hoops and a gold necklace.
Stratton’s primary focus when choosing her everyday outfits, however, is to wear
pieces that reflect her state of mind. “What I’m wearing impacts how I feel about
myself,” she said. “I’ll look through my closet and see what I can put together. If I can’t
put up with a bright red outfit or if that’s too much for me, I’ll want to go with something
more subdued.”
Even while she’s on the job, Stratton is always paying attention to fashion, often
seeking new inspiration for her outfits from the students themselves. She enjoys
observing students’ experimentation with clothing styles, and occasionally implements
their fashion choices into her own wardrobe. “I don’t really do scarves, but I notice
people who do and think, ‘Oh, I should do more scarves,’” she said.
Stratton believes that clothing can define a person. “I’m thoughtful about finding
things that are fun, sometimes creative and appropriate,” she said.

—Written by Katie LaWer

—Written by Mia Knezevic

Math Teacher Kathy Hawes

English Teacher Paul Dunlap

Thankfully for math teacher and fashion lover Kathy Hawes, the math department
does not have a dress code, meaning that teachers are able to choose their day-to-day
outfits based on personal preference.
Hawes takes much joy in this freedom because of her love of fashion. “I find getting
dressed to be joyful,” Hawes said. “It just gives me pleasure.”
Hawes used to view fashion as complicated. After meeting with stylist Stacy London
by coincidence, however, Hawes found dressing fashionably much more accessible.
“[The consultant] opened my eyes and made me realize I have more options than I
thought,” Hawes said. “I always thought, ‘Oh, I can’t wear that,’ but I actually can.”
Occasionally, Hawes tends to base her outfit on her surroundings. “Sometimes, I
just base it around the weather,” she said. “During the summer I typically wear a lot of
dresses, but in the winter, it makes me sad because I can’t wear them.”
Though Hawes has many methods for choosing her everyday outfit, one of her
favorites is to challenge herself and style a piece she doesn’t normally wear. “A lot of
times, I look at my closet and say, ‘I haven’t worn this in a long time,’ she said. “Then, I
try to put an outfit together around it.”

To demonstrate his passion for classical literature or simply the desire to look
debonair, English teacher and Instructional Lead Paul Dunlap’s wardrobe displays a
diverse combination of funky colors and unique patterns. From eccentric ties to quirky
socks, Dunlap’s choices in fashion have been nothing if not eye-catching, colorful and
immersive.
Dunlap’s outfit planning begins the night before bed with a quick decision. “I’m not
a morning person, so the night before I choose what I’m going to wear,” he said. “I just
look if the pieces coordinate well. More recently, I’ve complicated things by adding in
the matching sock feature.”
Dunlap often uses colorful ties to accentuate the other colors of his clothing. “I always
want there to be something interesting,” he said. “A tie is one of my favorite ways to do
that. I’ll try to have a tie that picks up on the colors and tells a story.”
Dunlap also believes there is more to just clothing than a simple visual pop. “I
think that if you take an extra moment to put yourself together in a way that you feel
confident, it’ll help you actually feel confident in the day,” he said. “It encourages you to
match style with substance.”

—Written by Hila Livneh

—Written by Cole Ford

English Teacher Kate Weymouth

English Teacher Mark Hernandez

English teacher Kate Weymouth believes that clothing style is a reflection of somebody’s personality and interests. “Your taste [in clothing] is the culmination of everything you’ve seen over the course of your life,” she said. “You’re picking up these little
pieces along the way and exploring all of these different tastes [to find out] the style that
truly suits you the best.”
While she has a realm of fashion she is most comfortable with, Weymouth also enjoys finding pieces that push her past her typical tastes. “I think it’s just about finding
a balance between comfort and going a little bit out of your comfort zone,” she said.
Although Weymouth Wprefers dresses with softer colors, she also enjoys experimenting with contrasting elements to make things more interesting. “I sometimes stray
away from what feels most natural,” Weymouth said. “I like to play around with proportions, patterns and colors.”
According to Weymouth , the key to developing a clothing style is to find something
that fits the wearer and the kind of person they are. “When you put everything [together] in your wardrobe, it should feel like one coherent wardrobe, because a wardrobe
should ultimately be an expression of who you are,” she said.

On Valentine’s Day, instead of the typical red and pink color palette, English teacher
Mark Hernandez opted for a black double-breasted suit and a gray and gold tie. The
classic and traditional outfit was perfect for Hernandez’s Shakespeare class that day,
where he was playing Claudius in “Hamlet.”
While Hernandez has a rule against layering patterns in multiple pieces of clothing,
he makes sure to include something creative in every ensemble. “The one rule I know is
that you have to match your shoes and your belt,” he said. “From there, it’s principles.
Fashion is both risk-avoidance and a willingness to gamble.”
Hernandez wears a suit Monday through Thursday, but prefers a collared shirt and
slacks or jeans on Friday. He dresses creatively yet professionally to reflect his attitude
towards work. “I like to think that when students see me, they see someone who takes
the job seriously but doesn’t take himself too seriously,” he said.
Statement suits are a clothing staple that perfectly encapsulate what Hernandez says
is true about teaching: it’s hard work, but it should also be fun. “I have some rigid
rules, principles and frameworks,” he said. “But within those frameworks, I want to
have some fun.”

—Written by Kelvin Xu

—Written by Irene Tsen

English Teacher Terence Kitada
When English teacher Terence Kitada first came to Gunn in 2013, he was appreciative
of the English department’s pseudo-dress code. “I heard from other English teachers
that [semi-formal attire] is what you have to wear,” he said. “For me, that was great
because I came from teaching in Japan, where the look is more formal.”
To pick an outfit, Kitada rotates between his collection of dress shirts, ties, slacks,
belts and business shoes. “I won’t wear a shirt again until I’ve worn all the other shirts
in my closet,” he said. “Also, my belt and shoes have to match. If I wear a brown belt,
my shoes also have to be brown.”
Kitada’s style has several influences, including work attire he saw in childhood. “My
dad’s a lawyer, and I remember him going off to work in the 1980s and 1990s with a
three-piece suit and a briefcase,” he said.
Due to the fact that he used to be mistaken for a student when he first began to work
at Gunn, Kitada dresses professionally in an attempt to reflect his age. “I remember one
time, I was going into the Student Activity Center to pick something up, and the woman
working thought I was a student,” Kitada said. “When I wear clothes like this, fewer
people on campus think I’m a student.”
—Written by Becca Wu

Science Teacher Jacintha Kompella
For physics teacher Jacintha Kompella, fashion goes beyond just looks. Since she
was young, clothing has played a defining role in her life. Now, it follows her into the
workplace.
Kompella’s fascination with clothing stems from her early desire to become a teacher.
“Even though I trained to be an engineer, my heart always wanted to teach,” she said.
“When I was in school, I would see what [my female teachers] were wearing.”
The responsibility of being a teacher has had a big impact on deciding what to wear
each morning. “Clothes add to the profession.” Kompella said. “So when I choose
something, it has to be fun. It also has to be functional because I do all kinds of things.”
Over the years, Kompella’s fashion has evolved from her cultural roots. “I grew up
in India,” she said. “My signature look used to be fully Indian clothing. I came here in
my late 20s, and suddenly, I was transplanted into a different culture, so I had to learn
from my co-workers.”
Kompella’s style boils down to her love for teaching and her enthusiasm to make her
classes engaging. “People think that physics teachers are boring, and I don’t want to be
like that,” she said. “I want to embrace the fact that I enjoy doing things that are not
physics-related. I like designing and putting outfits together that look good.”
—Written by Katie Shih
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